A NOTE FROM AUTHOR SARAH COMBS
This book grew straight out of my obsessions, the things that have always occupied my
imagination: the nature of time, the strange magic of coincidence, the power of memory, and the
mystery of human connection. I’m also fascinated by Highly Superior Autobiographical Memory,
or HSAM, which I didn’t know was an actual thing until some years back, when I caught a slice of
a TV special in which people — people of all ages, that part in particular struck me — were
describing their own experiences with the phenomenon. As I watched, I could feel my writerly
gears cranking up: What if a teenage girl had this condition? What would her life look and feel like?
How would she experience the world? I knew I had the seed for a story.
While the initial seed was germinating, another thing happened: I picked up my then four-year-old
son from preschool, and on our walk home he told me about the lockdown drill that had happened
that morning. At preschool. Of course there would be many more drills to come, and he’s used to
them now, but the image of his face as he told me about that first one has never left — will never
leave — my mind. I remember thinking, Really? This is the world I knowingly elected to usher not one but two
children into? But I also remember thinking, only a moment afterward, Yes. Yes. This is that same
beautiful world.
That’s when the second seed joined the first, and together they grew into a creeping vine of a story
that I wrote because, plain and simple, I couldn’t not write it. Who is it for? It’s for those we’ve lost.
And for anybody anywhere who has ever had to get used to a lockdown drill. Because I will never
get used to any of it.
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